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Teacher 'Talk 

Using Student Models 
-

Joseph I. Tsujimoto 
from Teaching Poetry Writing to Adolescentss 

. . Student poems often make the best examples; their 
impact 1s large. Men~ion to the class a poet's grade level 
an~ n~me, and fou ~111 spark immediate interest, rousing 
c~r~os1ty, attuning (1t seems evident now) the listeners' 
c~it~cal ears. ~ot only do the students share with the poet 
similar experiences and sensibilities, but more importantly, 
the young poet shows other students the potential qualit; 
of wo~k that they themselves can produce. On the other 
hand, if students know that a work is authored by an adult 
(because they have been told or because it is evident 
t~ough sophistication of the language or ideas), the work 
will appear bey?nd the students' reach. Often, what makes 
~he adult ':ork inaccessible is not so much its language or 
~<leas (~~~ch we can lead them to understand), it is the 
1mposs1b1hty of their "duplicating" such work Skill ·d 
th h Ii 1 . s as1 e, 

e~ ave tt e interest in wanting to. (This is not to say r 
don t use any adult examples at all. I do. The point is 
they are not my primary examples.) ' 

Finally, as we accumulate more and more ex
amples of the students' best work, we help them establish 
for t~emselves their own literary tradition, to be used in 
helping th~m teach themselves and to become a standard 
for evaluating new student work. 

Options and Limitations 

Paradoxically, giving students many examples by 
bo_t~ students and adults, can encourage the writin~ of 
onginal poetry. Originality can best be realized through 
free~om of choice, which becomes meaningful only when 
one 1s aware of many options. So I give students as many 
examples as I can, not just to fire their imaginations with 
good works, but to increase their awareness of options as 
well. 
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First, the sheer number of examples makes stu
dents feel like emotional kaleidoscopes. Second, the re
dundanc~ illustrates the rules for [the form or assignment] 
an~ especially, the exceptions to the rules - creating more 
options. 

In the end, freedom of choice really means free
?om to select one's limitations. That is, in the act of choos
ing for oneself, one simultaneously imposes limitations 

upon ~ne~el~. T~ough, ~t fi:st the teacher imposes the 
larger hm~tahon [in the directions or assignment], the stu
dent later imposes the specific ones [in choosing the topic, 
theme, or tone of the poem and in selecting images and 
words to express these.] 

Stairway to Heaven 

by Meagan Bottensek 
Champlin Park High School, grade 11 
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Teacher Talk 

Turning a Required Art Review into a Poem 

JeanMarie Z. Burtness 
Champlin Park High School 

My humanities students visited the Minneapolis 

Institute of Arts to view works from the Egyptian, Assyrian, 
Greek, Roman, and Medieval artistic time periods. For 
some juniors and seniors, it was their first visit back to the 
Institute since an elementary field trip "to see the mummy 
case." In the past it has been difficult to get students really 
excited about some of these artistic time periods, particu
larly the religious art, but a follow-up creative writing as
signment used with a structured art review was success
ful in producing poems with insight about human nature. 

Students spent about an hour with several docents 
surveying representative works and then each selected an 
artwork which was personally intriguing. Some rather 
general prompt questions guided their observing and 
thinking for their art review. The questions fell into four 
categories: factually describing what they saw; analyzing 
artistic design and media techniques used; interpreting the 
topic or story of the work and related cultural styles; and 
finally, creating their own educated judgments about the 
specific artworks. These notes were used to create an ar
tistic analysis paper. 

Many students were quite familiar with writing 
about literature using secondary sources and quotations; 
but for most, it was the first time that they had been re
quired to write an extended essay about art they had ex
perienced first hand. Writing the academic review was 
the first part in this particular assignment but it wouldn't 
really have to be. 

Last summer in a Harnline class taught by Margot 
Fortunato Galt, one of the writing activities involved us
ing historical photographs as a source for creative writing. 
This technique is described in further detail in her book 
The Story in History. I modified this activity for my Hu
manities classes with artworks from the Minneapolis In
stitute of Art. After the field trip, the students studied 
"Ode on a Grecian Urn" by John Keats and looked at simi
lar slides of amphoras and urns. We read other poems 
and writings about paintings from Transforming Vision, 
Writers on Art. This book matches color plates of well
known paintings with poems and short prose pieces writ-

ten by contemporary writers. 
After discussing how these poems resembled their 

reviews, I suggested that the students lift some descrip
tive phrases from their analysis papers as the basis for a 
first draft 'poem' with lines of three to seven words. In 
this particular assignment I also gave them some additional 
phrases to use if they wanted to wander off with creative 
connections. Some of the phrases were these: reminds me 
of, listening to the sounds, next someone will, s/he said, 
and I wonder if. Students did some peer conferencing to 
applaud phrases which were particularly vivid or packed 
with insight. I asked students not to rhyme or use meter 
but to 'philosophize' a bit. Students also spent some time 
adding, rearranging lines, and so forth before typing a fi
nal draft. 

Students read each others' poems in class and 

oohed and aahed over the sentiments expressed about art 
works they all had viewed. I was absolutely delighted 
with the personal connections students developed by writ
ing poetry about artworks five hundred to several thou
sand years old. A track star thought about an Olympic 
athlete from classical Greece; another described the hor
rors of war from a cuneiform bas relief; several described 
their own bonds with their mothers after looking at medi
eval madonnas; some pondered their own philosophical 
questions, and so on. Several students visited the Insti
tute again to see their own artworks and the ones written 
about by their classmates. 

Works Cited 
Galt, Margot Fortunato. The Story in History, Writing Your Way 

into the American Experience. New York: Teachers & 

Writers Collaborative, 1992. 
Hersch, Edward, Ed. Transforming Vision, Writers on Art. 

The Art Institute of Chicago. Boston: Little, Brown and 

Company, 1994. 
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Reflection 

Danielle's Reflection: 
Being a writer for an alternative student magazine, I am required to write several pieces of short fiction 

per school year. Unfortunately, I often have an inability to write while I'm trying to meet a deadline. 

As a result, I usually cross my fingers and hope for a random burst of creativity. With Moonlight, I 

got lucky. Around the time I wrote Moonlight I had recently read an article concerning the right of 

critically ill patients to euthanasia, which influenced the story line. Although this story was not in

tended to be a direct commentary on that topic, the notion of freeing oneself from unhappy circum

stances presented itself as a possible theme for a story. However, I was unable to pin down any specific 

story line to match the theme until, looking out my window at 3 a.m., I saw the large full moon, ran 

down to my computer, and wrote Moonlight in about three hours. Many people who read this story 

complained of how II dark" it was, which rather surprised me because I had not really intended for the 

focus to be suicide. I deliberately left the conclusion a bit vague, so as to place the focus of the story not 

on death or life, but on the freedom to choose. 

I Love this Song by Allison Hodge 
Champlin Park High School, grade 9 
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Teaching Notes 

The short stories in this section have some 
~niq"l!e.Jeatures t~~ teachers could highlight 
m mzm-lessons, gzvmg developing writers 
additional options for choices in their own 
writing. 

Shadow Lovers - Megan Johnson 
* Narrator is outside the story and creates a flashback 
frame for the story. 
* Skillful building of mood/tone that matches the 
content of the story. 
* Effective closing for a high school writer. Strong 

parallel phrasing makes a strong ending. 

The Sea-Child - Connie Cheng 
* Story framed by the opening dream; symmetry with 

Thalassa's transformation at the end. 
* Smoothly embeds background information: 

* fact of Rose's death. 
* background information about silkie legend given 

in English assignment. 
* Formatting aids the reader. Thoughts are set off in 

italics. Time breaks are shown by extra line breaks. 

* Foreshadowing is heavy-handed by adult standards, 

but this technique is used very adeptly for a developing 

middle school writer. The foreshadowing is developed 
by: 

*the dream 
* Rose's death 
* Thalassa not fitting into her family (coloring, 

her odd name, her own uneasiness, parents not 
meeting her eye) 

*The poem 
* Family moving away from the sea 
* Thalassa drawn to sea, often swimming 
* Title of story 

* All dialog serves a purpose; doesn't get caught up in 

empty answers or one word volleys. 

* Skilled embedding of original poem - effective device 

for adding needed fairy tale background, but a very 
lovely poem in its own right. 
* Captures the tone of a slightly dark fairy tale/fantasy. 

Crush - Clarissa Willeke 
* Very strong use of snapshot details to build impression 

of character - the Cadillac and how he drives it tells us 

a lot about the boy's character (or his character as 

idealized by the narrator). Strong word choice in devel

oping the snapshots. 
* The interior nature of this story is handled very effec

tively in third person. The third person treatment is less 

typical for adolescent writers but gives a distance to the 

piece that allows a slightly wry view of the infatuation. 

* The encounter in the grocery store is a full-color 

snapshot. Skillful choice of details develops almost a 

mini-movie; builds reader identification with the main 
character. 
* Juxtaposition with the rap lyrics at the end of the story 

may be too obvious for an adult writer, but creates a 

more sophisticated conclusion for an adolescent writer 

- it's almost an "in joke" as readers recognize the song. 

This would be a good example to caution writers about 

making references that date the story or that would soon 

become obscure. Quoting the line from the song mini

mizes the likelihood of future readers being lost at the 

end and missing the irony. 

Moonlight - Danielle Hagen 
* Striking snapshots with vivid, fluent word choice, 

creates very strong images for the reader. 
* Setting details skillfully create mood. 

* Skillful use of tiny details packed with meaning (for 

example, the nurse's name badge in contrast with the 

atmosphere of the hospital room). 
* Mature content of the story is sensitively handled. 

* Danielle's reflection is a glimpse into a mature writing 

process: getting topic ideas by making connections and 

making intentional decisions about effect. 
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Impromptu Essay 

A Piece of Advice 
-

Connie Cheng 
Capitol Hill Magnet, St. Paul, grade 8 

We are silent as the echoing hallways as we stand by my 

locker. I bend over my lock, listening to it whirl and click as I 

spin my combination one last time. It opens as usual - with a 

hard tug. I reach over and open my locker with a clang. 

She stands behind me as I pull various notebooks and bind

ers out. "So, this is the last day of this school for you," she says 

hesitantly, not sure how to start a conversation. She has a lot to 

learn. 
"Yeah," I reply nonchalantly, but it's hard to believe that 

I'm leaving forever. I feel my eyes sting, a sign of corning tears, 

but I hold them back. Crying isn't something you do in front of 

seventh graders. 
Her neat brown hair swishes into my vision as she bends 

over to examine my math binder, fallen open to a place filled 

with complicated formulas. "Eighth grade seems hard," she says. 

"Look at all this work you had to do! I have no idea how I'm 

going to survive next year." She tries to end on a cheerful note 

by laughing weakly and tucking her hair back behind her ears. 

I dump my last binder on the ground. "It's hard, but you '11 

live." 
I see her biting her lip nervously as I tum to grab my back

pack. 'Tm not sure," she replies slowly. "I mean, this year was 

really a difficult year for me. I nearly flunked math and science 

- and so much homework ... " 

Her voice trails off, and she sighs in a hopeless manner. 

I'm not sure what to say, so I just shove my math binder in my 

backpack. 
She picks up my social studies notebook and skims through 

it briefly before she hands it to me. "How about if you give me 

your phone number, and I'll call you whenever I need help?" 

I envision myself sitting knee-deep in unfinished homework, 

trying to explain over the phone what the quadratic formula is, 

and I shudder. "Maybe," I say, "but I have a better idea." 

She perks up instantly, and I feel her hope radiating from 

her like light from the sun. "What is it?" 

"A piece of advice, " I answer as I zip up my now bulging 

backpack. 
"Oh." Her face falls, but she quickly makes a joke to cover 

it up. "What, beat up every seventh grader in sight? Suck up to 

the teachers?" 
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"God, no!" I feel a grin spread across my face as I remember 

my own experiences with seventh graders and teachers. "It can 

be fun to tease seventh graders, but it's not going to help you 

much." 
"Then what?" She flops down beside me, serious again. 

"Tell me, please. 
My mind flashes back to the beginning of my eighth grade 

year, so near, yet so long ago. What did I do when I had just 

received my worst grade ever? What did I do when I failed a test 

I had stayed up all night to study for? When I felt I could never 

finish all my homework? When I felt like a failure? 

The answer dawns upon me, and I snap out of my trance. I 

know," I say. "Never give up. 

"What?" She frowns, like I'm joking. "That's what they 

teach you in kindergarten. You know, the story of the little en

gine who thought he could. You know, 'never say never."' 

"There is a lot of wisdom in 'Never give up,"' I reply, slowly 

pondering my piece of advice and choosing my words carefully. 

"Yeah, right!" she scoffs, turning away. 

"No, listen to me!" I raise my voice, and she looks at me, 

wide-eyed, unsure of what to do. "When you feel you can't fin

ish your work, don't give up. Rush to finish it, and it'll happen. 

When you fail a test, look through it, see what and why you got 

something wrong. Don't say 'I can't do this,' because if you do, 

then you can't do it." 
She is still skeptical. "It might happen for you, but never for 

me." 
I look her in the eye. "It will happen for you. If you think 

you will fail, then you will fail. You will be cheating yourself. If 

you keep pushing for success, it'll pay off. Really. I know." 

She looks down, but I know she believes me at last. I stand 

up, shouldering my backpack. 

"I've got to go," I say. "Just remember what I said, and 

it'll happen." 
"Yeah, thanks," she says quietly. We hug one last time. 

As I leave, I sneak a glance back. She stands up, 

resolute, and walks off with a glint of determination in her eye. 

She's already half way there. 
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Photogtaphy 

Hoops 

Darius Holmes 
Champlin Park High School, grade 12 
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Text Subt'ext & Cont-ext 

Invitation 

A Formal Invitation 
In her first edition of In The Middle, Nancie Atwell wrote 

about the periodic "writing invitations" she would post in 

the classroom: calls for articles for various magazines pub

lished by the students, calls that would nudge students to 

share their experiences and expertise in their writing. There 

is something more compelling about an invitation, a cachet 

that a mere assignment doesn't hold. . 

So, this is a writing invitation for the next edition of Min

nesota English Journal: Student Writing Issue. 

On the next few pages are three kinds of writing we 

would like to feature in the next issue. With these invita

tions we hope to continue the multi-layered approac~ of this 

issue by publishing creative student models along with con

text features and reflective responses. 

In addition to these three more formal invitations, we 

still invite your students to come as they are, to continue to 

submit their surprising, creative, delightful, thoughtful 

pieces, whatever they are. 
Besides inviting your students' writing, we would also 

like to extend an invitation to anyone who is interested in 

becoming involved in the publishing of this journal. ~leas_e 

contact us if you would like to write a Teacher Talk piece, 1f 

you have an idea for a writing invitation, or if you would 

like to help with the publishing effort. 

A submission form is printed on page 79. Please make a 

copy for each student's writing you submit. 

A few tips for student submissions: 
There are space limitations. Shorter pieces are the most 

publishable. For long class assignments, co~sider ~xcerpts. 

Encourage your poets to think about their spacmg, mar

gins, and line breaks. All poems should have titles. 

Select the few strongest pieces if you are submitting work 

from a class assignment. 
Word processsed submissions are greatly appreciated. 

If using writing from this journal as models resulted_ in 

some terrific writing, submit it. We would love to publish 

examples of the power of student models. 
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Wonders of Writing by Chelsey Mundt 

Champlin Park High School, grade 11 

Multi-genre 

Invitation # 1 

Sandy Nesvig 
Annunciation School, Minneapolis 

This poem is an excerpt from a multigenre research 

paper on the Holocaust. Jim had read The Diary of Anne 

Frank and Night by Elie Weisel. He also did additional read

ing and research to gain background information. He de

cide~ to take on the identity of a young Jewish boy who is a 

survivor of the Holocaust. His paper contained informa

~ion about his topic presented through multiple genres. He 

1~cluded a pers~nal narrative, a poster, a journal entry, a 

hst of concentration camps, a factual article, poetry, a brief 

autobiography, a map, photographs, and a letter. 

This assignment is one that was adapted from Tom 

Romano, a professor at Ohio's Miami University. Romano 

has spoken about this approach to research at conferences 

at Concordia College, Moorhead and the University of Min

nesota, Duluth, as well as at the 1998 MCTE Fall Confer

ence. He has also written two books on this subject. 

My students were to present information using at 

least eight different entries consisting of a minimum of five 

genres. When we began the assignment, we brainstormed 

methods of communicating ideas, emotions, and informa

tion. Students were amazed at how many genres actually 

exist. I explained or showed examples of genres they are 

less familiar with. They were encouraged to use the visual 

arts to make their final project more inviting and attractive. 

The papers were graded on the information they presented 

as well as the creativity and quality of the writing. 

Works cited 
Romano, Tom. Writing with Passion: Life Stories, Multiple Genres. 

Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 1995. 

Romano, Tom. Blending Genre, Altering Style. Portsmouth, NH: 
Heinemann, 2000. 
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I Have Lived 

Dear God, 
in a world gone mad 

and I have seen 
evil 

unleashed beyond reason or 
understanding 

I was with them, 
feared with them, 

struggled with them. 

And when the killing was finally done 

I had survived 
while millions had died. 

I do not know why. 

I have asked many questions 

for which there are no answers 

And I have even cursed 
my life 

thinking I could not 
endure the pain. 

But a flame inside 
refused to die. 

I could not throw away 

what had been ripped away 
from so many. 

In the end 
I had to choose life. 

I had to struggle to cross 
the bridge between 

the dead and the living. 

I had to forget what I endured. 

I had to rebuild 
what had been destroyed. 

I had to deny death 

another victory. 

Jim Kenny 
Annunciation School, grade 8 
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Buried beneath 
a mask cast upon her 

by societal expectations. 
Lies a little girl, 
hidden deep within a body of 18 years 

Her innocence she gave away 
to the first who would love her. 

Her faith she gave up on, 
when the pain was too much to take. 

Her beauty she destroyed, 
when perfection was something 
she knew could never be obtained. 

Fending for herself, 
the world overwhelming. 
Being taken for granted and being hurt 
Who stands for those who cannot 

believe in themselves? 
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Poetry 

Societal Expectations 
Used, 
as she comes, 

Down to her knees. 
Believing he'll kiss away the pain. 
Forgotten too often. 

And she ran to another, 
when the pain overtook her body. 

Adult, 
Child within, 
social expectations. 
Of a 5'8, 120 lb blonde goddess, 

wearing a D cup. 
Destroyed the innocence she once held. 

Not a child, 
yet unable to grow. 
Her mask spontaneously disappears. 
Used and abused, 
is all she's ever known. 
Yet her comfort is held 

within that knowledge. 

Unable to face herself, 
She is forgotten within a world, 
Of Societal Expectations. 

Elizabeth Wagner 
Champlin Park High School, grade 11 

Strings by Deanna Olson 
Champlin Park High School, grade 10 
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Submissions 

Minnesota English Journal -- Student Writing Issue 
Submission Form 

Deadline: June 15, 2001 

Teacher: ---------------------------------
School Name: 
Mailing Address: _______________________ _ 
City & Zipcode: ______________________ _ 
summer email address: 

Was this student's writing the product of a directed writing assignment? 
No 

Yes If this assignment was not one of your own creation, please give the source for the lesson idea: 

Student Name: --------------------
School Name: ---------------------
Student's mailing address: _________________ _ 
City and Zipcode: ____________________ _ 
The student's mailing address is needed to contact students selected and to send a complimentary copy of the journal 
if their work is selected. 

Certification and Permission 
I hereby certify that this is original work completed by me. 
Student's signature: 

I give permission for the Minnesota Council of Teachers of English to publish this work. If this work is selected, I 
understand that it will be published in book form and identified with the student's name, grade, and school name. 
Parent or guardian's signature: 

(Optional) I give permission for the Minnesota Council of Teachers of English to publish this work on their 
website (www.mcte.org). If this work is selected to be published on the website, I understand that it will be 
identified by the student's first name, grade, and school name. 
Parent or guardian's signature: _________________________ _ 

Mail the student work and completed submission form to: 
Sandy Hayes, 19019 180th Avenue, Big Lake, MN 55309 
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